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Welcome to the latest newsletter and the first one of the new year. The last year has seen some
good events for the Society, some sad ones and subsequently some difficult ones.
We have completed the project first envisioned some three years ago. The erection of the
markstone and memorial celebrating the place and occasion of Alfred Watkins first realisation
of his concept of Leys. We also had an excellent moot at Attenborough Nature reserve which
mixed several understandings and interpretations of how the man-made landscape is used and
interpreted. Along with some more traditional Ley-Hunting.
Sadly John Rhodes, our chairman, passed away in Autumn and his legacy to the Society
is very much rooted in his overall inspiration for, and proposition of the Watkins markstone.
Unfortunately Annette and Gerald Frawley have had to retire from the committee which has
left a void in the production of the newsletter which is why this is a thin and abbreviated
version of what has been produced previously. The Newsletter is a regular intellectual and
physical challenge for which we can only strongly congratulate Gerald and Annette for the
hard work they have consistently placed in its production.
The missing roles of Chairman, Treasurer, Membership secretary and Newsletter production
team have been collectively transferred to the remaining committee with the hope of new
people coming forward at the next Annual General Meeting.
As I write this the AGM is being planned. Please lookout for more information! There
will be many major decisions to be made. We have to find new officers for the committee as
well as decide on future plans for the Society. As yet no decisions have been made for the later
moot of 2016 and it is not too early to make suggestions for location and presentations.
Beyond the moots the concern at present is the future of the newsletter as a medium of
new insights on the broad spectrum of “Earth Mysteries” and appreciation of the landscape in
physical and spiritual terms. The Society itself has a good membership base which is supported
by a strong presence on the World Wide Web. As an administrative news medium for the
Society it can function adequately but it needs a proactive editor to disseminate new
information. Society news can be easily circulated but the “magazine” component is the part
which requires competent overview and management. It is that component which fulfils the
predominant and stated aim of the Society to distribute and inform about Ley Hunting in its
many interpretations, without concern either to seriousness or wackiness providing it is
relevant or related to our shared interests. Gerald has performed this task superbly for the
largest quantity of the previous newsletter issues. My personal commitments prevent me from
doing this on a regular basis so we are looking for either individuals or a team which can
continue to get this important document distributed to the membership on a fairly regular basis.
Once again we have an item for the agenda of the Annual General Meeting for members to
discuss and decide upon.
Therefore in anticipation of a meeting which addresses all the current difficulties, please
may we all hope and wish for a continuing, progressive Society. And a successful and happy
2016 to all of our members and followers.
AB

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Hop Kiln, Risbury,Herefordshire.
Saturday 13th June 2015
Summary.
(The full minutes are available from the Secretary upon application)
The Chairman opened the meeting at 12:30 where after due formalities last years
AGM minutes were approved and subsequently reports were presented by
members of the committee.
Treasurer. Annette Frawley. Stamps have been bulk purchased in advance to
offset postage increases and other measures made to reduce newsletter costs. A
new printer was purchased. The Bodmin moot produced a profit but there was a
heavy loss following the cancellation of the one planned for Tintagel. Outgoings
were for IT, OS map licence and Insurance.
The Watkins stone project donations had amounted to £1,159.68 with an overall
cost at that point of £1343.
Annette was thanked by Peter Knight for her efforts.
Secretary. Adrian Hyde. Accepted that he had been distracted by urgent
necessities to carry out his role well. He had been writing to lapsed and former
members, including relevant material, in order to encourage them to rejoin. This
had proven quite successful. Also he had distributed Christmas cards and
fulfilled technical secretarial scribe duties. He concluded he is probably content
to continue as secretary unless anyone else wishes to take up the post.
Membership Secretary. Gerald Frawley. Has continued to produce the
newsletter. He remarked that 3 new members of the society are under 20 years of
age. He stated there is a distinct need to encourage new members, which means
some concentrated effort in spreading the word about the Society.
Administration and Computer Secretary. Eric Sargeant. The website
continues to be updated. Some advertisements (which support it) have had to be
blocked as they included incongruities like Big-Game and Duck hunting.
Chairman. John Rhodes. He had been trying to make contact with custodians of
the Straight Track Club collection but finding the right person had been difficult.
This was in connection with potential future projects the Society might consider
for funding.
Election of Officers. Alan Bowers proposed that the status-quo be maintained
with the block re-election of the committee. This was accepted by a majority
show of hands.
Publicity. Peter Knight suggested that more electronic exposure of the Society
be made which was supported by Brian Madden.
September Moot. This was confirmed to be going ahead at Attenborough Nature
reserve.
Other Business. Pat Toms enquired if copies of the newsletter could be lodged
with Hereford Library. Enquiries were to be made. Also could other Ley material
be donated? There was further discussion about promotion of the Society.
The Chairman closed the meeting at 1 PM.
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One Of A Kind & Green To The Core
So we find ourselves here in this moment
and together between us we'll try
to picture you John and your vibe will go on
and we' ll smile and we'll try not to cry
and we'll stand in this field and remember
what made you stand out as a friend
a lifetime spent standing for things you believed
you were banging on right til the end~
we met putting on Lets gigs together
K Passa and Kangaroo Moon
you turned Apple Days into a festival
and those Wassail Nights under the moon
there's a feeling that comes off some people
who are never afraid to be rude
who speak out when most keep their mouths shut
and you had that same attitude
you were one of a kind and a mav'rick
you were feisty and ready to fight
for whatever it was you were into
some issue you had to put rightyou were green to the core like an apple
and along with that beard you displayed
you could wax on like children explaining
just how apple juice should be made~
and Rhodesie I've heard you expressing your views
I've seen you on streets in the rain
and we've talked about UFQs and leylines and stuff..
again and again and again
and I know I will see you again my friend..
I'll see you in some warm cafe
you' ll be waving your hands and discussing your plans
for some project and having your say~

JOHN RHODES
7·5·1955–17·9·2015

and I loved all your wild cosmic theories
and how you could save some old tree
and if things that you said went right over my head
I would nod anyway and agree
and you know I will miss you my good friend
and I hope that you knew deep inside
how much respect we had for you
for all of those things that you triedyou were vibrant and always committed
to any new burning idea
and I wish that I knew how to soar up some tree
like you did when you did with no fear
you could see in your eyes where you came from
you could feel it inside ev'ry time
and John you're right here now in spirit
and you're always a good friend of mine..

for John Rhodes - Crispin - Sept 2015
recited at his interment.
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THE REALITY OF LEY LINES

David Cowan

Some 40 years ago, after watching a programme on "Tomorrow’s World" on how to use
divining rods I
1
discovered that I
could find and follow
the energies from
standing stones. It
took me over 8 years
and well over 3,000
miles of hard walking
across the rugged
mountains of Scotland
to map out the circuits
of one particular cupmarked standing
stone, now
recumbent, carefully
placed above the
powerful Highland
Boundary Fault near
Crieff, Perthshire, where I live. (Illustration 1 and 2). This boulder,
lying in a suspiciously unnatural concave depression in the hills, warped the energy from the
fault beneath into a spiral, and up to a huge cave (illustration 3), then to the centre of Loch
Tay and on to a stone circle which then warped the energy into two circuits, back to the cave,
returning to the cup-marked boulder. (Illustration 4).
Walking this type of circular ley circuit gave me much information about its qualities:
1. Our ancestors used natural earth energies from geological faults. This is where they placed
their sacred sites.
2. The wavelength is about 7 metres, and has a cycle
2
time of almost 2 minutes.
3. It automatically follows the contours of the land
unless it is attracted to bodies of water. The
designers of this system used this knowledge to pull
the ley circuit up and over the hills.
4. It is attracted to the centre of lochs or even small
pools of water in its vicinity.
5. If it happens to encounter an object, for instance a
tree stump, boulder, a circle of wire or the body of
an animal or bird, it has a "sympathetic resonance"
and will then "look" for similar objects as it
traverses across the country.
6. Ancient burial grounds were always placed on the
outside "working edge" of energy.
7. It always seeks the easiest route, through a
broken wall, open gate, or a gap in the hills.
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8. It tries to avoid iron fences or gates but can penetrate them if necessary (an old saying:
"faeries detest iron!).
9. It is always attracted to a resonant cavity, a cave or burial cist, for instance, or in our modern
culture, buildings, cars, oil drums, whisky barrels, etc.
10. At a burial ground the waves are automatically attracted to the newest grave (the most
powerful cavity).
11. The outside "working wave" can be amplified (wavelength reduced) by thinking of
someone who had died, but not when I think of someone still alive.
4
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12. The map of energy from this cup-marked stone corresponds to the dumb-bell shaped
petroglyph in (illustration 2), but this is only one of a number of circuits - there are some
inside and others outside, like the skins of an onion.
13. Stone circles were used to warp this ley into another area.
14. "Straight" ley lines can be quite wide, the width of a volcanic plug, like Edinburgh Castle,
(illustration 5) for instance, but only small segments of this would be used, with lines of
sacred sites lined up with, for example, the rising Sun on the 1st of May
It took me some years to follow these circuits, when it became obvious that some lochs had
been deliberately built to manipulate the cup-mark ley and also that the purpose was mainly to
focus this energy through
5
their burial grounds.
Eventually, realizing that the
ley system is based on the
energies from geological
faults, I had to look a little
further and discovered that
this dumb-bell shaped circuit
was also powered by the
energies beating together
from the volcanic caldera of
St. Kilda and the plug of
North Berwick Law near
Edinburgh running down the
spine. The perception, the
manipulation and
construction of these circuits by our stone age ancestors is quite breathtaking!
A look at illustration 4 also shows another two elements of this circuit, the curious "Praying
Hands of Mary" a split rock (illustration 6), where another powerful ley, this time a straight
one, crosses from the
6
volcanic island of Staffa to
the stone circle at
Croftmoraig on the
mainland. There is also
"Fionn MacCumhail’s
Swordcut, (illustration 7),
a huge ravine in the side of
a 2,000 foot hill which is
extremely puzzling, as it is
an unusual "natural" feature
in just the right place to
accept this energy. Is it
natural? - extremely
unlikely, or did our
ancestors carve this - also
extremely unlikely, or did
the power of the ley from these two volcanic anomalies cause this rift? - extremely unlikely,
but it must be, surely, one of these - take your pick!
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Straight Ley Lines Through Old Burial Grounds
Before I researched the system above I had discovered that all of the old burial grounds in
Perthshire had straight leys running through them, some running north/south, some north-east
to south west and others north-west to south east.
Year after year I walked in the blistering heat of summers and on into the bitter winds and deep
snows of winters, carefully mapping out these lines and plotting them on a 1¼ inch map on my
bedroom wall. As work progressed more maps were added and soon took over the complete
wall with these lines running apparently parallel for many miles. One day, I suddenly noticed
that they seemed to be focusing to a point well to the south - they were not the parallel Curry
or Hartmann or Curry Grids I thought they were. More walking and more maps followed when
I belatedly discovered that they were all pointing to the castles of Edinburgh, Stirling and Ailsa
Craig.
Volcanic Plugs
7
I should have known better,
however - it was not the castles
but the volcanic plugs they sit
upon! Where the energies from
these extinct volcanoes spread
out like the spokes of a bicycle
wheel and overlapped, providing
the earth was deep enough, and
there was a geological fault
beneath, our ancestors placed
their old burial grounds. This
explains the puzzling siting of
these cemeteries.
I asked myself "what would
happen if I drew a line between
the volcanic plugs? To my
amazement the energy from Ailsa
Craig, beating against Edinburgh
Castle volcanic plug passed
through "The Electric Brae"
which appears to be a curious
and startling gravitational
anomaly. Well, it is certainly weird, but it is now thought to be an optical illusion - but what
causes it?
Much later I tried extending the line in both directions, to find that there are no less than four
volcanic plugs on that line with a further basalt intrusion of The Island of May to the northeast. Physicists are now going to have to take another look at this - four plugs in a line is
unprecedented, even in Scotland with her 15 volcanic plugs on the mainland alone, with more
on her outlying islands (illustration 8).
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When I went to that road many years ago I discovered that the vertical waves of energy
running down it were about 4 metres wavelength above and below the so-called "gravity road",
while on the "Electric Brae" itself they were very close together (more input of energy) at 30
cms wavelength. I remember vaguely that I had read somewhere that the effect had not been
noticed until the road had been tarmacadamed. Could this also be a clue?
Archaeologists will never understand why our ancestors built the megalithic system until they
realize that they placed their standing stones and sacred sites above volcanic anomalies,
tapping into the planet’s natural energies, using simple divining rods to find the wavelength
and amplitude of these waves and manipulating them for their own benefit. Dowsing is called a
pseudo science, but was, nevertheless, used extensively by our ancestors, patching the spirits
of their dead in the burial grounds to the houses of the living and dumping the negative aspects
back into the planet via geological fault lines, but that is another story for another time.
The Paranormal
Fault lines can also cause some types of paranormal anomalies. Years ago, driving my car
along a minor road near home I experienced two very lucid scenes in a year, causing me to
stop my car on both occasions as I couldn’t even see the road for these powerful images. The
scenes occurred in real life some ten minutes later. I knew what to expect, however. At home I
took out my local geological map to find that where I first had the lucid vision was on a minor
fault and where they occurred in real life was above the Highland Boundary Fault.
I now have two books on the subject; "Ley lines and Earth Energies" subtitled "A
Groundbreaking Exploration of the Earth’s Natural Energy and How it Affects our Health" and
"Ley Lines of the UK and the USA" subtitled "How Ley Lines Were Used by the Church,
Royalty and Secret Societies". Website is www.ley-man.space
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Landscape Energies Dowsing Weekend, June 25 – 26th 2016
Venue: Fairyfield, near Drumsna, south Co. Leitrim, Ireland
Visit sacred places of County Leitrim with Alanna Moore revealing their folkloric and
spiritual aspects, using dowsing, meditation and song to explore and celebrate the other
dimensional realms.
Dowsing Irish Water Serpents Anyone?
Alanna says – “I intend to be introducing people to energy dowsing and taking them to meet a
mythic and dowseable river serpent, as well as other energies and beings of the Irish landscape
in the region where I am now based.
“It’s also intended that we create a small stone circle at a fairy hotspot in a field on this
weekend, with some participatory help!
“County Leitrim is a very watery and beautiful region, well off the tourist track and very
peacefully enchanting! Hundreds of ancient monuments and special sites dot the landscape,
since it has been heavily de-populated from the times of the Great Famine and is generally not
considered good land for agriculture – much ancient heritage is still intact there, yet it’s only
around a couple of hours drive from Dublin.
“Email info@geomantica.com for expressions of interest to attend well ahead of time to make
sure that this can happen please. Car pooling will get us around, lunches but no
accommodation will be provided. More details will be generated in late January.” Picture
below is of Loughtown Lake, one place where we will visit.
Enquiries – info@geomantica.com
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The Leedskalnin Ley Line: The Spanish Pilots and Coral Castle?
Cort Lindahl
Many different groups of people in the world may value the spatial arrangement of monuments in an
occult or secret manner. One factor that may dictate who may even take part in this type of activity is
the amount of wealth and influence available to the individual or group who wishes to construct a
given array. Traditionally this may have included different Imperial, Religious and Secret Society
organizations. Among luminaries including the ancient Egyptian Pharaohs, Alexander the Great,
Caligula, Emperors Justinian I and II, and Thomas Jefferson exists a man generally unknown to the
masses who may have created something vastly more spectacular than any of the rest.

Edward Leedskalnin was a man of slight build and keen intellect who single-handedly created
a monument equal or greater than many of the above mentioned individuals. Ed Leedskalnin is
said to have cut and arranged every megalithic stone that now comprises his masterpiece
known as Coral Castle in Homestead, Florida. Sadly today this significant structure is little
more than a roadside attraction for tourists.
Ever since his arrival in Southern Florida Ed was
Coral Castle's "King's Chamber"
known as an eccentric of good character. He had made
sculpture.
his way there after being stood up at the altar in his
home-town of Riga, Latvia. Ed subsequently
wandered North America until he found himself in
Southern Florida. Further information may reveal that
he intentionally came to this region for a specific
purpose. Ed always said that he built Coral Castle for
his unrequited love which he referred to as his “sweet
sixteen.” Ed felt that someday his love would change
her mind and come to Florida to be with him. This
never happened and Ed eventually seemed to get over it. Evidence may reveal that Ed's "sweet
sixteen" may have referred to the sixteen windrose markers surrounding the Egyptian obelisk
at the center of St. Peter's Square of the Vatican.
Through his friendship with a local real estate broker Ed was given a piece of land that he had
specifically selected. The realtor was surprised at Ed’s choice of property since he had offered
him some prime farmland nearby. The land Ed selected was considered some of the worst
property in Southern Florida as it had bedrock outcroppings of coral very close to the surface
making farming impossible. Still, this location and the presence of the coral is ultimately what
may have attracted Ed to this spot.
At some point during 1919 Ed began construction of one of the most amazing structures ever
built in North America, if not the world. Ed cut and formed all of the structural and whimsical
shapes of stone that comprise Coral Castle today. In addition to cutting all the stones Ed
somehow moved stones of up to 30 tons in weight all by himself! There are legends of local
children once having seen Ed “float the stones like they were hydrogen balloons.” Later it was
discovered that Ed may have been using a magnetic generator or motor of some kind to assist
him in the construction of Coral Castle. The remains of this machine may still be viewed at
Coral Castle today.
If this was not amazing enough Ed eventually disassembled and moved the entire castle stone
by stone ten miles away to its current location. Local legend is backed up with testimony that
no one helped Ed load the trucks that moved the stones or during the original construction and
reassembly nearer Homestead.
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Many researchers such as Christopher Dunn have speculated as to how Mr. Leedskalnin
actually moved the stones by himself. Part of many theories is the existence of an etheric grid
of energy that somehow may be used to float or easily lift megalithic stones. Is it possible that
Ed was privy to the skills needed to manipulate the so called Earth Grid? Was Ed a member of
any secret society or religious group that may have been involved in keeping this information
alive yet hidden? Alternately were the skills needed to lift the stones simply a technological
trade secret that had no paranormal attributes?
An examination of the story of Ed Leedskalnin and the origins of Coral Castle may involve hidden
wisdom and knowledge that was quested for by the Knights Templar, otherwise known as the Poor
Knights of Christ. Many orders of Eastern Europe were indeed actual stonemasons. Ed was a trained
stonemason and it is possible that he was a Freemason or member of some similar group as well. In
fact it is possible that Ed intentionally selected the site of Coral Castle because it is included in the
Templum of both the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem and the array at St. Peter’s Square of the Vatican.

The templum of the Dome of the Rock (DOTR) is defined by its octagonal shape. Rays or
azimuths on the globe may extended from the Dome of the Rock. The area along these lines is
especially valued as is each division of the octagon. These shapes on the earth may have
provided a template for more accurate mapping and legal description of property.
The Northwest facet of the Dome of the Rock may be used to infer an azimuth on the globe
that leads directly to the Egyptian Obelisk at the center of St. Peter’s Square at the Vatican. The
Egyptian Obelisk there is surrounded by sixteen windrose markers of which each designate a
specific compass direction from that point. Not only does it extend to the obelisk but the
azimuth crosses ESE windrose marker meaning that not only does the Dome of the Rock
“point” to St. Peter’s but St. Peter’s “points” right back to the Dome of the Rock .

WNW to Coral Castle and
Cozumel Island, Mexico. ESE to
the Dome of the Rock!
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The position of Coral Castle is
included in both the Templum of
the Dome of the Rock and Vatican
in that both of these structures
infer directions that lead directly
to where Ed relocated the
structure so many years ago. The
DOTR points to the Egyptian
obelisk via the ESE windrose.
This same line continues
NW to the obelisk at St. Peter's. Easterly to the Solomon
through the WNW windrose to
Islands named by Spanish Explorer Álvaro de Mendaña.
continue to point right at Coral
Castle! Using one
single azimuth Coral
Castle is part of the
Templum of two
significant Axis
Mundi! One line
connects the Dome of
the Rock with Coral
Castle with the obelisk
of St. Peter’s situated
along this association.
This is similar to the
The azimuth coming from the WNW windrose at St. Peter's Square spatial relationship of
Lalibela, Ethiopia, St.
as it reaches Coral Castle.
Peter’s and Chartres
Cathedral in France.

Cozumel Island, Mexico. Juan De Grijalva was the first Spaniard to set
foot on Cozumel. The next day the first Catholic Mass held in what would
become Mexico was held.
12

The odds of these associations being a chance arrangement are great and there are hints that Ed
built Coral Castle here because he was aware of its association with these two major Axis
Mundi. Supporting this notion is the fact that Ed’s home-town of Riga, Latvia is also part of
the Templum of the Vatican. Using the NNE windrose marker an azimuth on the globe can be
used to create a line that extends directly to Riga! The Egyptian obelisk and windrose “point” a
line to Riga. It is possible that if Ed was a member of a Secret Society or even a Knights
Templar that he would have been aware of this association. So we have Ed possibly building a
megalithic structure in association with an axis oriented similar to the town he was from. There
may be a lot more to Ed Leedskalnin than we are led to believe.
It may be possible that this spatial arrangement included some unknown attribute that
enabled Ed to cut and lift the large stones. Many speculate that ancient temples marked nodes
or significant points in the earth grid of energy whether spiritual or physically powerful. This
theory states that the temples may also mark the underlying polygonal structure of the planet.
The earth energy is said to travel along the facets of this crystalline structure. Either way it
makes sense that structural elements of the temples would mark the primary directions valued
as the templum or seen world from that point.
Remember Ed built Coral Castle ten miles south of Homestead and seemingly moved it
piece by piece to where it would be situated more accurately along the Dome/Vatican azimuth
or ley line. It is entirely possible that this was his motivation for moving it after it had already
been built at its original location.
One may assume that if Ed were to have a value of these types of spatial arrangements
then there may have been others through history that had similar values. Indeed an
examination of the navigational skills and exploits of many early Portuguese,Spanish, and
English Explorers may reveal a similar value of the very same line that Ed may have valued
enough to build his castle there. In short Ed may have been privy to some of the same
cloistered navigational information as these men were said to possess.
Prior to extending to Coral Castle the azimuth from the Vatican passes over Biscayne
Bay near Miami, very close to the Miami Circle. It is unlikely given the date given for the
Circle’s construction that it is associated with this azimuth. It may be possible the Circle was
situated here because the Natives could sense the same energy associated with the structure of
the core of the earth that the Explorers and Ed may have valued.
What may be telling about the line transecting the Biscayne Bay area is the fact that Ponce
DeLeon visited here on his first trip to Florida in 1513. After visiting any one of three disputed
landing sites on the east coast of Florida De Leon proceeded to Biscayne Bay possibly to find
the position of this azimuth in
relation to the Dome of the Rock
and Vatican. After transecting
the Miami area the same
azimuth proceeds across the
Gulf of Mexico to the Island of
Cozumel before transecting the
Yucatan region.

This line starts at the Dome of the Rock, transects St. Peter's crossing two opposite windrose
markers, proceeds to the Miami area, Coral Castle, and then on to Cozumel.
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Cozumel is also the first place any Spaniard set foot in what is now Mexico and it lies
along the same azimuth as Coral Castle. Spanish ships captain Juan de Grijalva first discovered
Cozumel in 1518. Many accounts say Grijalva was blown off course but he may have been
searching for a position that occurred along this azimuth from the Dome of the Rock and
Vatican specifically just as De Leon had done earlier. While in Cozumel Grijalva left a golden
statue as a gift when he departed which now resides in the downtown San Miguel Cathedral.
In addition to Grijalva’s visit to this specific place he made landfall on Holy Cross Day
or May, 3rd, 1518. The very first Catholic Mass held in Mexico was done on a ley line that
extended from the Vatican and Dome of the Rock on Holy Cross Day! Is it possible that all of
these events were intentionally arranged to occur in relation to these monuments so far away?
Though Grijalva’s visit was short it established a Spanish presence in Mexico and was
quickly followed by a less than friendly visit by Hernando Cortes. In 1519 Cortes basically
invaded the Island and subjugated the native population. By 1570 Cozumel’s native population
would be reduced from over 40.000 to just 30. During Cortes’ invasion he also destroyed all of
the native temples on the island. This fits the pattern of a value of this place even though no
Spaniard had been there to settle prior to that time. Could have Cortes’ desire to destroy this
place stemmed from its spatial relationship to the Vatican? It is possible that the church would
have disapproved of this other form of faith being somehow spatially opposed to their church?
Alternately had they somehow been responsible for the development of the Aztec culture to
this point by keeping it a secret?
Supporting the above possibility is the story of how the Solomon Islands of the South
Pacific got their name. In 1568 the Islas Salomón or Solomon Islands were named by the first
European to visit them Spanish explorer Álvaro de Mendaña. As a coincidence a azimuth
generated from the north-easterly facet of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem leads to the
Solomon Islands. The temple mount where the Dome of the Rock is located is inexorably
associated with the exploits of King Solomon. Was the naming of the islands in this manner
simply a coincidence?
Easterly azimuth
extends from the
Temple Mount to the
Solomon Islands.

Is it possible that Grijalva, De Leon and Álvaro were visiting these places for talismanic
reasons due to their spatial relationship with the Dome of the Rock and Vatican? Was it
necessary to actually visit these spots to make their claim to the region more legitimate? Did
they have to establish a point in relation to an even azimuth suggested by the templum in
association with that claim? A cursory examination of Spanish settlement of the Philippines
also suggests this may have been a common way to orient themselves in unknown areas.
Magellan also seemed to have made landfall in a few places pointed to by the Vatican or Dome
of the Rock.
14

The same exact line on the globe from the above picture as it transects the Solomon Islands.

All of this infers they had a method by which they could fix points along the significant axis
suggested by the shape and orientation of structural elements of St. Peter’s Square and the
Dome of the Rock if not from other equally important Axis Mundi. It makes sense that the
Spanish and Portuguese navigators may have been members of the Order of the Knights of
Christ which replaced the Knights Templar after their persecution by the Vatican in the early
fourteenth century. A value of the both the DOTR and the Vatican may have sprung from their
value of both Roman Catholicism and Masonry. This line was associated with both of those
valued locations so it does hold some water that they may have valued it as both a symbolic
and talismanic dynamic of their philosophy.
It is entirely possible that via the same channels of knowledge handed down by the Egyptians
that both the famous Spanish and Portuguese navigators and Ed Leedskalnin were privy to this
value and its uses. Furthermore Ed may have taken it a step beyond the navigators and learned
how to harness the same energy or technique that was used to build ancient megalithic
structures like the Great Pyramid of Giza. From Giza to Homestead, Florida here we have an
example in modern day first constructed in 1919 that this is indeed possible!

Cort Lindahl is a USA based researcher and
contributor to “The Heretic Magazine”
(thehereticmagazine.com). More of his research
may be found at survivalcell.blogspot.co.uk
An extended video of this article may be found
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCUr7QCsz78
(search for Cort Lindahl youtube) We hope to
include more of his extensive research.
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Peter Knight  Stone Seeker …... Events
January 24. Field Trip: Churches at Grittleton, Alderton and Luckington, North Wilts. Hosted by the
Wyvern Dowsers. Visiting three churches on the Wessex Astrum hexagram lines. Free. Nonmembers
enquire.
February 21. Gathering: West Kennet Long Barrow  full moon shamanic evening. Another of Peter’s
wellloved, wellattended magical evenings inside chambered tomb; chanting, drumming, meditation. £5.
March 3. Talk: The Cerne Giant – Landscape, Gods and the Stargate. Ferndown Historical Society.
March 5. Talk: Stolen Images – Pagan Symbolism in Christianity. Bournemouth Society, Bournemouth
University.
March 12. NEW: Spring stargazing at Avebury – winter and spring constellations, their myths and
ancient alignments. If cloudy – Peter will show us the Avebury stones by torchlight. £5.
March 13. Talk: The Cerne Giant – Landscape, Gods and the Stargate. Omphalos Pagan Moot, Bath.
(Afternoon)
April 4. Talk: Ancient Megalithic Sites of Dorset – Revisited. Dolmen Grove Moot, Fareham, Hampshire.
April 12. Talk: Stolen Images – Pagan Symbolism in Christianity. Davie Makee Society, Hamworthy
Club, Magna Road, Wimborne, Dorset, 2.30pm.
April 15. Talk: The Cerne Giant – Landscape, Gods and the Stargate. The Dorchester Society, Dorchester,
Dorset.
April 18. Talk: Ancient Stones of Dorset – Revisited. Wyvern Dowsers, The Woodshaw, North Wiltshire.
8.00pm.
April 23. NEW TOUR: Minibus tour of St Michael Line sites in Somerset (full day). On St George’s Day!
Let us drive you around some of the iconic sites in Somerset that stand on the Michael and Mary currents
of the St Micheal Ley Line. Dowsing included. £30.Limited numbers – booking essential.
May 1. BELTAINE WALK: The White Horse of Uffington, Uffington Castle and Dragon Hill.
(Afternoon). A walk to these iconic sacred sites, including energy dowsing, astronomy and glorious chalk
scenery. £10.
May 78. Megalithomania Conference, Glastonbury. Peter will have his booksigning stand at this
prestigious event.
May 15. Talk: West Kennet Long Barrow – Landscape, Shamans and the Cosmos. Cardiff Dowsers.
Afternoon talk.
May 21. Walk: Dowsing the St Michael Line energies at Avebury. Afternoon. Dowsing the energies of
this major ley line as it passes through the world’s biggest stone circle. Dowsing tuition included. £10
(Why not stay for the evening event at West Kennet Long barrow? (see below).
May 21. Gathering: West Kennet Long Barrow full moon shamanic evening. Another of Peter’s well
loved, wellattended magical evenings inside chambered tomb; chanting, drumming, meditation £5.
Booking essential.
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Enquiries and bookings: Peter Knight, 0775 408 2691. www.stoneseeker.net.
stoneseeker@waitrose.com

